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Abstract
Question paraphrase identification is a key task
in Community Question Answering (CQA) to
determine if an incoming question has been
previously asked. Many current models use
word embeddings to identify duplicate ques-
tions, but the use of topic models in feature-
engineered systems suggests that they can be
helpful for this task, too. We therefore propose
two ways of merging topics with word embed-
dings (early vs. late fusion) in a new neural
architecture for question paraphrase identifica-
tion. Our results show that our system out-
performs neural baselines on multiple CQA
datasets, while an ablation study highlights
the importance of topics and especially early
topic-embedding fusion in our architecture.
1 Introduction
Paraphrase identification is a core NLP task and has
been widely studied (Socher et al., 2011; He et al.,
2015; Wieting et al., 2016; Tomar et al., 2017). One
interesting application area of paraphrase detection
is Community Question Answering (CQA) (Nakov
et al., 2017; Bonadiman et al., 2017; Rodrigues
et al., 2018). The aim of CQA is to answer real
open-ended questions based on user-generated con-
tent from question answering websites. Being able
to identify similar — already answered — ques-
tions can be helpful for this purpose. Question
paraphrase detection in CQA is difficult because
texts tend to be longer and have less direct over-
lap compared to traditional paraphrase detection
datasets (Rus et al., 2014; Peinelt et al., 2019).
Early work on paraphrase detection relied on
hand-crafted features, while state-of-the-art ap-
proaches for paraphrase identification are primarily
neural networks (Gong et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2017; Tomar et al., 2017) and hybrid techniques
(Pang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017; Feng et al.,
2017). Many recently proposed CQA paraphrase
detection systems still use hand-crafted features
(Agustian and Takamura, 2017; Filice et al., 2017)
and some work has successfully integrated topic
model features (Duan et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2017).
This suggests that topic distributions could offer
auxiliary information for identifying related ques-
tions and complement word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), which pro-
vide the main signal in neural systems. Contrary to
hand-crafted static topic features, integrating top-
ics in a neural framework brings the advantage of
joint updates during training. Recent work success-
fully introduced topics in neural architectures for
language generation: Wang et al. (2018) used a
topic-enhanced encoder for summarisation, Chen
et al. (2016) integrated topics in the decoder for
machine translation and Narayan et al. (2018) in-
cluded topics in both encoder and decoder of their
summarisation model.
However, it remains unclear if topics can be use-
ful in a neural paraphrase detection model and how
to best fuse topics with word embeddings for this
task. In this paper, we introduce a novel topic-
aware neural architecture and specifically make the
following contributions:
1. We define two settings (early and late fusion)
for incorporating topics in our neural para-
phrase prediction model (section 3).
2. Our topic-aware model improves over other
neural models across multiple question para-
phrase identification datasets (section 4).
3. In an ablation study, we highlight the impor-
tance of topics and early topic-embedding fu-
sion in our proposed architecture (section 4).
2 Datasets and Tasks
We address the problem of CQA question para-
phrase detection, where given two questions from
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Task Source Question pairs
Quora PD real-world 404 345
PAWS PD synthetic 12 665
SemEval PR real-world 4 749
Table 1: Selected CQA question paraphrase datasets.
PD=paraphrase detection, PR=paraphrase ranking
question answering websites, denoted as q1 and q2
with length n and m, the task is to predict a binary
label which indicates whether the two questions are
paraphrases. For this study, we select three popular
English question paraphrase identification datasets
and summarise their main properties in Table 1.
The Quora duplicate questions dataset consists
of over 400 000 question pairs, each annotated with
a binary label indicating whether the two questions
are paraphrases of each other or not.1 We use the
same split as mentioned in Wang et al. (2017).
PAWS (Zhang et al., 2019) is a synthetic para-
phrase detection dataset which was created on the
basis of Quora. The word order of Quora exam-
ples was automatically altered and words replaced,
resulting in question pairs with high word over-
lap which were manually annotated with binary
paraphrase labels.
The SemEval 2017 Task 3 dataset focuses on
Community Question Answering (Nakov et al.,
2017). While there are other subtasks, we only use
subtask B (question paraphrase detection) here. In
each example, the dataset provides a new question
and a set of ten possibly related questions which
were retrieved from the forum of the website Qatar
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Figure 1: TAPA with early topic-embedding fusion. Il-
lustrated with toy examples consisting of three tokens.
1https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning
Living2 by a search engine. For each question pair,
a relevancy label is provided.
3 Model Architecture
This paper examines whether we can successfully
integrate topic model information in a neural para-
phrase identification model. We also explore how
to best combine topics with word embeddings,
which are the main information source in exist-
ing models (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang et al.,
2016; Gong et al., 2018). For this purpose, we
propose a novel architecture dubbed Topic-Aware
Paraphrase Identification Architecture (TAPA) de-
picted in Figures 1 and 2. Our model comprises
the following steps: Obtaining a representation
for both questions (Section 3.1), comparing these
representations (Section 3.2), and aggregating the
information for the final prediction (Section 3.2).
3.1 Encoding layer
Embeddings Given the sequence of words
(w1, ..., wn) in a question of length n, we map them
to embeddings x = (x1, ..., xn) (step 1 in Figures
1 and 2). For each embedding xi, we combine pre-
trained word and ELMo embeddings (Peters et al.,
2018) to leverage alternative representations:
xi = [embi;ELMoi] ∈ Rf (1)
where ; denotes concatenation and f the resulting
embedding dimension.
Topics We infer topic distributions from an LDA
topic model (Blei et al., 2003) with f ′ number of
topics for the whole question tD ∈ Rf ′ and every
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Figure 2: TAPA with late topic-embedding fusion
2https://www.qatarliving.com/
word in the question t′ = (t′1, ..., t′n) with ti ∈ Rf
′
(step 2 in Figures 1 and 2). We follow Narayan et al.
(2018) in merging word-level and document-level
topics to capture the interaction between both as
ti = [t
′
i ⊗ tD] ∈ Rf
′
(2)
where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication as
‘word+doc’ setting. Previous work by Narayan
et al. (2018) focused on a different task (summari-
sation) with longer texts. In contrast, for our setting
we expect word-level topics to be more informa-
tive than document topics. Therefore, we further
include only word-level topics as ‘word’ setting
ti = [t
′
i] ∈ Rf
′
(3)
where the topic setting is treated as hyperparameter.
Fusion of embeddings and topics We propose
two different ways of combining topic distribu-
tions with word embeddings: early fusion and late
fusion. Early fusion combines topic distributions
with word embeddings before the encoder step (Fig-
ure 1), guiding the encoder in selecting relevant in-
formation when computing a representation for the
sentence. In contrast, late fusion combines infor-
mation derived from topics and word embeddings
after computing separate affinity matrices for top-
ics and word representations (Figure 2), therefore
introducing the topic information more directly into
the architecture as separate sentence interaction di-
mension. As a result, the encoding layer of both
variations differs slightly. In early fusion TAPA, we
obtain a sentence representation e = (e1, ..., en) by
concatenating topics and embeddings as follows:
ei = [xi; ti] ∈ Rf+f ′ (4)
Late fusion TAPA only uses embeddings for e
ei = [xi] ∈ Rf (5)
and obtains separate topic representations
TL = [t1, ..., tn] ∈ R(n×f ′) (6)
TR = [t1, ..., tm] ∈ R(m×f ′) (7)
Encoder In our preliminary experiments, BiL-
STMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) worked
better than CNN encoders, presumably due to their
ability to capture long-range dependencies. As a re-
sult, we encode e with BiLSTMs (step 3 in Figures
1 and 2):
L = BiLSTM(e) ∈ R(n×d) (8)
R = BiLSTM(e) ∈ R(m×d) (9)
We decide to share weights between both BiLSTMs
in a Siamese setting which reduces the number of
required parameters and has been shown to work
well for pairwise classification tasks (Deriu and
Cieliebak, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Mueller and
Thyagarajan, 2016).
3.2 Comparison layer
We model the similarity between the two encoded
questions by computing pairwise affinity scores
between their words in affinity matrices similar to
previous studies (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang
et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2018). In both early and
late fusion TAPA, we calculate the affinity matrix
Aemb based on the encoded sentences as
Aembi,j = s(Li,:,Rj,:) ∈ Rn×m (10)
using a similarity function s (step 4 in Figure 1
and 4a in Figure 2). For the late fusion model, we
also calculate an affinity matrix based on the topic
distributions in both sentences (4b in Figure 2):3
Atopici,j = s(TLi,:,TRj,:) ∈ Rn×m (11)
Common choices for the similarity function s are
Euclidean distance, dot product and cosine similar-
ity (Yin et al., 2016; Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017).
We use cosine similarity, as it worked best in pre-
liminary experiments. The comparison layer output
A is simply Aemb for early fusion TAPA, while we
combine topic and embedding affinity matrices in
the late fusion version:
A = [Aemb;Atopic]
3.3 Aggregation layer
Similar to extracting information from a grey scale
image in computer vision, we follow Gong et al.
(2018) and Pang et al. (2016) in aggregating useful
affinity patterns from A with a CNN (LeCun et al.,
1998) feature extractor (step 5 in in Figure 1 and
2). We use a two-layer CNN architecture (where
one layer consists of convolution and pooling). The
output of the last convolution layer is flattened into
a vector. This is followed by multiple hidden layers
of reducing size and a softmax layer for predicting
the two classes (step 6 in Figure 1 and 2). The
model is trained based on cross-entropy loss. We
tune hyperparameters with hyperopt (Bergstra et al.,
2013) and report them in Appendix B. For further
implementation details refer to Appendix C.
3We experimented with additional topic encoders, but
abandoned them as they didn’t consistently improve results.
4 Results
We evaluate model performance on the basis of F1
scores as this is more reliable for datasets with label
imbalance than accuracy and present the results in
Table 2.
Baselines As baseline systems, we provide the
three best performing SemEval 2017 models:
KeLP (Filice et al., 2017), NLM-NIH (Abacha
and Demner-Fushman, 2017) and Uinsuska TiTech
(Agustian and Takamura, 2017). All of these mod-
els employ hand-crafted features, which provides
an advantage on this small dataset (compare Ta-
ble 1 for dataset sizes). Results have been reported
for systems on PAWS and Quora with accuracies
ranging between 75 and 89, but are not directly
comparable to F1 scores (Gong et al., 2018; Tan
et al., 2018; Tomar et al., 2017).
In addition to the above mentioned systems, we
also compare our proposed model with a Siamese
network, as this is a common neural baseline for
paraphrase identification (Wang et al., 2017). The
two questions are embedded with pretrained 300
dimensional Glove embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014) and encoded by two weight-sharing BiL-
STM encoders. This is followed by a max pooling
layer and two hidden layers. For Siamese network
+ELMo, we concatenate word vectors with ELMo
representations before the encoding step.
TAPA vs. baselines TAPA performs better than
the neural baselines. It cannot compete with the
highest ranked feature engineered SemEval system
(KeLP) due to the lack of sufficient training data
(compare Table 1), but gets within reach of the third
placed system (Uinsuska TiTech). Our neural archi-
tecture may not outperform the top three systems
on the SemEval dataset, but it can generalise better
across datasets, while the three SemEval systems
require dataset specific feature engineering.
Type PAWS Quora SemEval
KeLP feat. - - 50.6
NLM-NIH feat. - - 47.3
Uinsuska TiTech feat. - - 46.7
Siamese network neural 17.3 81.3 34.9
+ELMo neural 37.2 83.2 34.5
TAPA neural 42.2 84.1 46.4
Table 2: F1 scores of models on test sets. The first three
rows are taken from Nakov et al. (2017), the rest are our
own implementations. feat=feature-based
PAWS Quora Sem-Eval
full TAPA (early fusion) 42.2 84.1 46.4
-topics 40.6 83.9 45.1
-ELMO 26.9 84.5 45.0
TAPA with late fusion 39.8 83.9 40.1
Table 3: Ablation study for our TAPA model reporting
F1 scores on test sets.
Influence of model components We conduct an
ablation study to understand the contribution of
individual model components (Table 3). Remov-
ing topics consistently reduces F1 scores on all
datasets, while the effect of ELMo representations
is dataset dependent. Deleting ELMo improves
performance on Quora, but leads to a massive per-
formance drop on PAWS. The large impact on
PAWS can be explained by the fact that this dataset
was automatically constructed to have high textual
overlap between questions and differences between
paraphrases are chiefly due to variations in syn-
tax. Our full TAPA model uses early fusion as this
was the best setting during hyperparameter tuning.
When comparing the full (early fusion) model with
a tuned4 late fusion variant, we find that perfor-
mance of the late fusion model drops to the same
or even lower level than TAPA without topics. We
conclude that topics contribute consistently to the
performance of our proposed model, but that early
topic-embedding fusion is crucial.
5 Conclusion
In this work, we introduced a novel topic-aware
neural architecture for question paraphrase identi-
fication. Our model successfully fuses word em-
beddings with topics and improves over previous
neural baselines on multiple CQA paraphrase iden-
tification datasets. We demonstrated that topics
contributed consistently to the performance of our
model and that an early fusion of word embed-
dings with topic distributions is preferable over
integration at a later stage. Our work suggests that
early fusion of topics with models which were pre-
trained with sentence pair classification tasks, such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) could be a promising
direction for future research. Other future work
could seek to enhance our proposed architecture
with more sophisticated topic models.
4As late fusion may require slightly different hyperparam-
eters, we compare with a tuned late fusion model to make a
fair comparison between early and late fusion.
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Appendix A: Examples
Dataset Sentence pair Label
Quora Which is the best way to learn coding? 1How do you learn to program?
PAWS How is Hillary Clinton a better choice than Donald Trump? 0How is Donald Trump a better choice than Hillary Clinton?
SemEval Where I can buy good oil for massage? 1Is there any place i can find scented massage oils in Qatar?
Table 4: Examples from different datasets.
Appendix B: Hyperparameters
PAWS does not have a development set for hyperparameter tuning and we only use its test set to evaluate
our Quora model, matching one of the reported settings in Zhang et al. (2019).
dataset
# of
filters
filter
size
# of
hl
batch
size lr
opti-
mizer embd topic type
# of
topics
topic
alpha
topic
update
fu-
sion
Quora (4, 12) (2, 2) 2 64 0.050 adadelta Glove word 70 50 True early
PAWS (4, 12) (2, 2) 2 64 0.050 adadelta Glove word 70 50 True early
Sem-
Eval (0, 0) (0, 0) 2 10 0.100 adadelta Deriu word 90 0.1 True early
Table 5: Hyperparameters obtained after tuning on development set. hl=hidden layers, lr=learning rate, fil-
ters=filters of CNN feature extractor. Deriu embedding as used in Deriu and Cieliebak (2017).
Appendix C: Implementation Details
All words were lower-cased during preprocessing. Embeddings are initialised with pretrained 300 dim
Glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) which were updated during training. We trained LDA topic
models (Blei et al., 2003) on the training set of each dataset using ldamallet from the Gensim package
(Rehurek and Sojka, 2010) and experimented with static vs. updated topic distributions, different alpha
values (0.1 to 50) and number of topics (10 to 100) which are treated as hyperparameters. As PAWS is
based on Quora, we used Quora topic models for both datasets. We tune hyperparameters with the tree of
Parzen estimators algorithm implemented in Hyperopt (Bergstra et al., 2013) based on dev set F1, see
Appendix B for our best hyperparameters.
